From: Desai, Miraj

Dear Louise:

I'd like to announce the release of my new book, *Travel and Movement in Clinical Psychology: The World Outside the Clinic* (with Foreword by Jeffrey Sachs). The book is directly related to indigenous psychology, and in a way, the entire work is an argument for indigenizing clinical psychology, including focused attention on problematic social structures (e.g., racism, sexism, climate change, poverty). In the book, I draw from diverse sources such as Zen Buddhism, nonviolent philosophy (Gandhi, King), and phenomenology to position social justice, and the suffering world, at the core of mental health work. Those within and outside the field of psychology may therefore find it of interest.

I have attached the informational flyer. For those interested, I believe Palgrave.com is running a special 40% discount until mid-May (with discount code SPRING18).

Kind Regards,

Miraj
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